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Let P be a cone in a Banach space E. In this paper, we show the existence of
solutions of the operator equation y g yAx q Tx for y g P, where T is a
1-set-contraction operator in P and A is an accretive operator in P satisfying
 .  .R I q l A s P for all l ) 0. Further, a sufficient condition for R I q l A s P is
also given. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accretive operators in normed linear spaces were introduced initially by
w x w xF. E. Browder 3 and T. Kato 18 independently and have been exten-
sively studied by many authors. Recently, some authors have studied the
wcompact perturbations of m-accretive operations in Banach spaces 5]7,
x11]17, 21, 22 . It is known that a maximal accretive operator need not be
w xm-accretive 4 , and the well-known exponential formula of M. G. Crandall
w xand T. Liggett holds with a range assumption 2 . So there rises a natural
 w x.problem: How can an accretive operator be m-accretive see 24 ? More
 .generally, let A: D A : E ª E be an accretive operator, then, in what
 .  ..  .cases does I q l A D A = D A hold, where E is a real Banach space.
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w xOn the other hand, in 23 , the fixed point index and asymptotic fixed point
theorems for k-set contraction operators are given.
In this paper, let P be a cone in E, i.e., P is closed convex, lP : P for
 .  4all l ) 0 and P l yP s 0 . Let A be an accretive operator in P, but
 .A is not m-accretive and satisfies R I q l A s P for all l ) 0. Then a
sufficient condition is given for an accretive operator A to satisfy such a
range condition. We then shall consider the existence problem of y g
  ..  .yAx q Tx, where T is a 1-set-contraction operator, i.e., a T B F a B
 .for any bounded subset B of E, where a ? is the Kuratowski measure of
w xnon-compactness 8 . Further, the generalized fixed point index is defined
for yA q T and some existence theorems are derived.
II. MAIN RESULTS
Let E be a real Banach space and P be a cone in E. Suppose that there
exists an order F induced by P such that x F y if and only if y y x g P
w x6, 9 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A: D A s P ª E be a continuous accreti¨ e
operator. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
 .  .  .q1 lim 1rl d x y l Ax, P s 0 for all x g P,lª 0
 .  . 5 5 22 Ax y Ay, x y y G C x y y for all x, y g P and C ) 0 is aq
 . w xconstant, where ? , ? is the semi-inner product 8 .q
 .Then A P s P.
Proof. Consider the differential equation
x9 t s yAx , t ) 0, .
2.0 . x 0 s x g P . . 0
 . w x  .By the condition 1 and K. Deimling 8 , we know that Eq. 2.0 has only
 .  .one solution. We denote by x t, x the unique solution of Eq. 2.0 with0
the initial value x .0
Now, we define an operator B : P ª P as follows: For u g P and aT
constant T ,
B u s x T , u . .T
 . 5  .  .5Let c t s x t, u y x t, ¨ for all u, ¨ g P. Then we have
c t Dyc t F x9 t , u y x9 t , ¨ , x t , u y x t , ¨ , .  .  .  .  .  . .y
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y  .   .  .. . w xqwhere D c t s lim c t y x t y h rh 8 , and sohª 0
c t Dyc t F yAx t , u q Ax t , ¨ , x t , u y x t , ¨ .  .  .  .  .  . .y
s y Ax t , u y Ax t , ¨ , x t , u y x t , ¨ .  .  .  . .q
2F yC x t , u y x t , ¨ . .  .
 . yc t 5  .  .5Thus we have c t F e x 0, u y x 0, ¨ , i.e.,
yc tx t , u y x t , ¨ F e x 0, u y x 0, ¨ , t ) 0, .  .  .  .
which implies that for all u, ¨ g P
5 5 yc T 5 5B u y B ¨ F e u y ¨T T
and so B has a unique fixed point u g P. By the uniqueness of theT 0
 .solution of Eq. 2.0 , we have
B B s B B s BT S S T TqS
for all S ) 0 and so B B u s B u , i.e., B u is also a fixed point of B .T S 0 S 0 S 0 T
 .Thus we have B u s u for all S ) 0 and so x9 t, u s 0 s yAu ,S 0 0 0 0
 .which means that 0 g A P . For x g P, let A x s Ax y z. Then it is easy1
 .  .to see that A is accretive and satisfies the conditions 1 and 2 .1
 .  .Therefore, 0 g A P , i.e., z g A P . This completes the proof.1
 .COROLLARY 2.2. Let A: D A s P ª P be a continuous accreti¨ e oper-
 .ator. Suppose that for each x g P, there exists b x ) 0 such that Ax F
 .  . .b x ? x. Then I q l A P s P.
 .Proof. For each « ) 0, let Bx s I q « A x for all x g P. Since for
 .  .each x g P, there exists b x ) 0 such that Ax F b x ? x, we have
Bx F I q «b x ? x . . .
 .Thus there exists W x g P such that
Bx q W x s I q «b x ? x . .  . .
 .   . .  . .Now, since d x y lBx, P s d 1 y l y «b x l ? x q lW x , P , we have
1 y l y «b x l ? x g P . .
 .for l sufficiently small such that 1 y l y «b x l ) 0. Since P is a cone
in E, we have
1 y l y «b x l ? x q lW x g P .  . .
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 .  .qfor l sufficiently small. Therefore, we have lim 1rl d x y lBx, P slª 0
 .0 for all x g P. On the other hand, x q l Ax y y y l Ay, x y y Gq
5 5 2  . .x y y . Thus, by Proposition 2.1, I q « A P s P. This completes the
proof.
 . PLEMMA 2.3. Let A: D A : P ª 2 be a multi-¨ alued accreti¨ e operator
 .  ..such that I q « A D A s P for all « ) 0. Then
 .  .1 0 g D A and 0 g A0,
 . 2 if t G 0 and x g P such that t ª t and x ª 0, then I qj j j 0 j
.y1t A x ª 0.j j
 .  .  ..  .Proof. 1 Since I q « A D A s P, there exist u g D A and ¨ g0 0
Au such that u q ¨ s 0. But since u G 0 and ¨ G 0, we have u s 00 0 0 0 0 0
and ¨ s 0 g A0.0
 .  .  .y1  .y12 By 1 , we have 0 g A0 and so I q t A 0 s 0 and I q t A isj j
w xnonexpansive 2 . Thus we have
y1 y1 5 5I q t A x y I q t A 0 F x y 0 . .  .j j j j
y1 .Therefore, since x ª 0, I q t A x ª 0. This completes the proof.j j j
Now, let V be an open bounded subset of E, T : V l P ª P be a
 .continuous 1-set-contraction operator, and A: D A : P ª P be a
 .  ..single-valued accretive operator satisfying I q A D A s P. Further,
suppose that
V l D A / f and 0 f I q A y T ­ V l D A . .  .  . .
 . Then it is easy to prove that there exists k g 0, 1 such that 0 f I q0
.  ..  .  .y1A y kT ­ V l D A for all k g k , 1 and so x / I q A kTx for all0
 .  .y1  .y1x g ­ V and k g 0, 1 . Since I q A is nonexpansive, I q A kT is a
w x strict k-set contraction operator for k - 1. By H. Amman 1 or G. Z. Li
w x.  .y1 .19 , we know that the fixed point index i I q A kT , V l P is well
 .defined for k g k , 1 and does not depend on k.0
 .By the above argument, if x / Ax q kTx for all x g ­ V l D A and
 .k g k , 1 , where k - 1 is a positive constant, then we define0 0
y1i yA q T , V l D A s i I q A kT , V l P , k g k , 1 . .  .  . .  . 0
This quantity is called the generalized fixed point index of yA q T.
 .  5 5 4  .  .THEOREM 2.4. 1 If Vs x: x -r sB 0, r and Txsx gB 0, r l0
  .  ..P for all x g B 0, r l P, then i yA q T , B 0, r l D A s 1. .
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 .2 If V s V j V and V l V s f, then1 2 1 2
i yA q T , V l D A s i yA q T , V l D A .  . .  .1
q i yA q T , V l D A . . .2
 .  . w x  .3 If H t, x : 0, 1 = V l P ª P is uniformly continuous in t for each x
 .and H t, ? : V l P ª P is a 1-set-contraction operator for each t such that
0 f I q A y H t , ? ­ V l D A , .  . .  .D
w xtg 0, 1
  .  ..then i yA q H t, ? , V l D A does not depend on t.
 .   ..4 If i yA q T , V l D A / 0, then 0 g I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
 .  .  . w xProof. Parts 2 , 3 , and 4 are direct consequences of H. Amman 1
w xand G. Z. Li 19 .
 .  .  .y1Now, we prove 1 . Since 0 g A0 from 1 of Lemma 2.3, 0 s I q A 0
 .and so, for k g 0, 1 , we have
y1 y1 5 5 5 5I q A kTx y I q A 0 F kTx s kx - r .  . 0
w xfor all x g V l P. Thus, by H. Amman 1 ,
i yA q T , B 0, r l D A s 1. .  . .
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 2.5. If 0 g V and Tx h x for all x g ­ V l P, then
i yA q T , V l D A s 1. . .
 .  . w x  .Proof. Let H t, x s tTx for all t, x g 0, 1 = V l P . Then for all
 .  . w x  .k g 0, 1 and t, x g 0, 1 = ­ V l P , we have
y1x / I q A kH t , x . .  .
 .y1  .  .  . w xIn fact, if x s I q A kH t, x for some k g 0, 1 and t, x g 0, 1 =
 .­ V l P , then
x q Ax s ktTx.
Thus we have two cases:
 .Case i . If t s 0, then x q Ax s 0 and so we have x s 0 g ­ V, which
contradicts 0 g V.
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 .Case ii . If t / 0, then we have
x x
Tx s q Ax G ) x ,
kt kt
 .which contradicts Tx h x for all x g ­ V l P. Therefore, for all t, x g
w x  .  .y1  . w x0, 1 = ­ V l P , x / I q A kH t, x and so, by H. Amman 1 ,
y1 y1i I q A kT , V l P s i I q A 0, V l P , .  . .  .
y1i I q A 0, V l P s i 0, V l P s 1. .  . .
 .Thus we have, for all k g 0, 1 ,
y1i I q A kT , V l P s 1, . .
which implies that
i yA q T , V l D A s 1. . .
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.6. If 0 g V and Tx - x for all x g ­ V l P, then
0 g I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
 .Proof. It is easy to see that T satisfies Lemma 2.5 and so, by 4 of
Theorem 2.4, the corollary follows.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let 0 g V and Tx - x for all x g ­ V l P. If T
is condensing, i.e., for each non-relati¨ e compact subset B of V l P,
  ..  .  .a T B - a B , then yA q T has a fixed point in V l D A .
 .Proof. By Corollary 2.6, there exists x g V l D A such thatj
x q Ax y Tx ª 0.j j j
 .y1 .Letting z s x q Ax y Tx , then x s I q A Tx q z . Thus, sincej j j j j j j
 .y1I q A is nonexpansive, we have
 4a x F a Tx q z . 4 .  .j j j
 4If x is not compact, then we havej
 4  4  4  4a x - a x q a z s a x , .  .  .  .j j j j
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 4  4which is a contradiction. Therefore, x is compact and so x has aj j
 4convergent subsequent x . Let x ª x g V l P. Since T is continuous,j j 0k k
Tx ª Tx . Thus we havej 0k
y1 y1x s I q A Tx q z ª I q A Tx .  . .j j j 0k k k
 .y1and so I q A Tx s x , i.e., x q Ax s Tx . This implies that x g0 0 0 0 0 0
 .V l D A . This completes the proof.
 .LEMMA 2.8. Let u g P and u / 0. If c Tx g x q A x y tu for all0 0 0 0
  ..t G 0 and x g ­ V l tu q D A , where 0 - c - 1 is a constant, then0 0
i yA q T , V l D A s 0. . .
  ..Proof. Suppose that i yA q T , V l D A / 0. Then we have, for
 .k g k , 1 with c F k - 1,0 0 0
y1i I q A kT , V l P / 0. . .
 .  .  .y1For each k g k , 1 and t ) 0, let H t, x s I q A kTx q tru for all0 0
 . w x  .  .t, x g 0, 1 = V l P . It is easy to see that H t, x is uniformly contin-
 .uous in t for each x and H t, ? is a k-set-contraction for each t.
 .  . w x  .Now, we prove that x / H t, x for all t, x g 0, 1 = ­ V l P .
 .  . w x  .If x s H t , x for some t , x g 0, 1 = ­ V l P , then0 0 0 0 0
y1x y tru s I q A kTx .0 0 0
 .  .and so x y tru g D A , i.e., x g D A q tru . Thus, we have0 0 0 0
x y tru q A x y tru s kTx .0 0 0 0 0
  . .  .for x g ­ V l D A q t ru , which implies that x q A x y t ru G0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .kTx G c Tx . This is a contradiction. Therefore, x / H t, x for all0 0 0
 . w x  . w x  .t, x g 0, 1 = ­ V l P . By H. Amman 1 , we have, for k g k , 1 .0
y1 y1i I q A kT q ru , V l P s i I q A kT , V l P / 0, .  . . .0
 .y1and so x s I q A kTx q ru has a solution x in V l P for k gr r 0 r
 .k , 1 i.e.,0
y1x y I q A kTx s ru . 2.1 .  .r r 0
 .  .Letting r ª q` in 2.1 , the left side of 2.1 is bounded but the right side
is unbounded, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have
i yA q T , V l D A s 0. . .
This completes the proof.
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 .THEOREM 2.9. Let A: D A : P ª P be an accreti¨ e operator satisfying
 .  ..I q A D A s P, V , V be two open bounded subsets of E with 0 g V1 2 1
; V , and T : V l P ª P be a continuous 1-set-contraction operator. If2 2
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .1 For each x g ­ V , x g Tx and there exist u g P, u / 0, and1 0 0
 .0 F c - 1 such that c Tx g x q A x y tu for t G 0 and x g ­ V l0 0 0 2
  ..tu q D A and0
 .2 For each x g ­ V , x g Tx and there exist u g P, u / 0, and2 0 0
 .0 F c - 1 such that c Tx g x q A x y tu for t G 0 and x g ­ V l0 0 0 1
  ..tu q D A , then we ha¨e0
0 g I q A y T V _ V l D A . .  . .2 1
 .Proof. Suppose that the condition 1 is satisfied. By Lemma 2.5, we
have
i yA q T , V l D A s 1 . .1
and, by Lemma 2.8,
i yA q T , V l D A s 0. . .2
 .On the other hand, by 2 of Theorem 2.4, we have
i yA q T , V _ V l D A s i yA q T , V l D A .  .  . .  .2 1 2
y yA q T , V l D A . .1
s y1.
 .Therefore, by 4 of Theorem 2.4, we have
0 g I q A y T V _ V l D A . .  . .2 1
 .  .If the condition 2 is satisfied, the proof is similar to that of 1 . This
completes the proof.
5 5 5 5  .THEOREM 2.10. If 0 g V and Tx F x for all x g ­ V l D A , then
0 g I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
 .Proof. Suppose that 0 f I q A y T ­ V l D A . Let H t, x s .  . .
 . w x  .  .tTx for all t, x g 0, 1 l V l P . Then H t, x is uniformly continuous
 .in t for each x and H t, ? is a 1-set-contraction for each t. Thus, we have
0 f I q A y H t , ? ­ V l D A . .  . .  .D
w xtg 0, 1
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w x  .If there exist t g 0, 1 and x g ­ V l D A such that t ª t and x qj j j 0 j
Ax y t Tx s z ª 0, then we have two cases:j j j j
 .  .y1 .Case i . If t s 0, then t Tx ª 0 and x s I q A z q t Tx .0 j j j j j j
 .Therefore, by 2 of Lemma 2.3, we have x ª 0 g ­ V, which is aj
contradiction.
 .  .y1  .Case ii . If t ) 0, then, since I q A is nonexpansive, by 1 of0
Lemma 2.3, we have
y1 y15 5x s I q A z q t Tx y I q A 0 .  . .j j j j
5 5 5 5F z q t Txj j j
and so
5 5 5 5lim x F t lim Tx .j 0 j
jª` jª`
5 5 5 5  .By the assumption, since Tx F x for all x g ­ V l D A , we have
t s 1 and so we have0
x q Ax y Tx s z q t y 1 Tx ª 0. .j j j j j j
This implies that
0 g I y A y T ­ V l D A , .  . .
 .which contradicts the assumption of the proof. Therefore, 2.2 is true.
 .Thus, by 3 of Theorem 2.4, we have
i yA q T , V l D A s i yA q 0, V l D A . .  . .  .
 .y1 w xSince I q A 0 s 0 g V, by H. Amman 1 , we have
y1i I q A 0, V l P s 1 . .
and so
i yA q 0, V l D A s 1 s i yA q T , V l D A . .  . .  .
 .Therefore, by 4 of Theorem 2.4, we have
0 g I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.11. Let T : V l P ª P be a continuous condensing op-
 .erator, 0 g V, and A: D A : P ª P be an accreti¨ e operator satisfying
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 .  .. 5 5 5 5  .I q A D A s P. If Tx F x for all x g ­ V l D A , then yA q T
 .has a fixed point in V l D A .
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, we have
0 g I q A y T V l D A .  . .
 .and so there exists x g V l D A such thatj
x q Ax y Tx s z ª 0.j j j j
 .y1 .  4.  4.  .y1Thus x s I q A Tx q z and a x F a Tx q z since I q Aj j j j j j
 4.  4.is nonexpansive, i.e., a Tx F a Tx .j j
 4If x is not compact, then we havej
 4  4a x F a Tx - a x , 4 .  . .j j j
 4  4which is a contradiction. Therefore, x has a convergent subsequent x .j jk
 .Let x ª x g V l P since D A : P. Then we havej 0k
Ax ª yx q Tx g Pj 0 0
  ..since A D A ; P.
 .Now, we prove x g D A and yx q Tx s Ax . Since A is accretive,0 0 0 0
 .for all y g D A and j G 1,
Ax y Ay , x y y G 0, 2.3 . .j j q
 . w xwhere ? , ? is the semi-inner product 8 .q
 .Letting j ª q` in 2.3 , we have
yx q Tx y Ay , x y y G 0 2.4 .  .0 0 0 q
 .  .  ..  .for all y g D A . Since I q A D A s P, there exists y g D A such0
that
y q Ay s Tx .0 0 0
 .Let y s y in 2.4 . Then we have0
5 5 2yx q y , x y y G 0, i.e., y x y y G 0, .0 0 0 0 0 0q
which means that x s y and x q Ax s Tx . Therefore, yA q T has a0 0 0 0 0
 .fixed point in V l D A . This completes the proof.
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THEOREM 2.12. Let V l P ª P be a continuous 1-set-contraction op-
 .erator, 0 g V, and A: D A : P ª P be an accreti¨ e operator satisfying
 .  ..  .  .I q A D A s P. If Ax y Tx, x G 0 for all x g ­ V l D A , thenq
0 g I q A y T D A l V . .  . .
 .  . w x  .  .Proof. Let H t, x s tTx for all t, x g 0, 1 = V l P . Then H t, x
 .is uniformly continuous in t for each x and H t, ? is a 1-set-contraction
operator for each t.
Now, we prove
0 f I q A y H t , ? ­ V l D A . 2.5 .  .  . .  .D
w xtg 0, 1
 . w x  .If 2.5 is not true, then there exist t g 0, 1 and x g ­ V l D A suchj j
that
x q Ax y t Tx ª 0. 2.6 .j j j j
 .  .  .Since x q Ax y t Tx , x s x , x q t Ax y Tx , x qj j j j j q j j q j j j j q
 . .1 y t Ax , x and A is accretive, by Lemma 2.3, 0 g A0 and soj j j q
 .  .Ax , x G 0. Since Ax y Tx , x G 0, we havej j j j j q
5 5 2x F x q Ax y t Tx , x . .j j j j j j q
 .From 2.6 , it follows that x ª 0 g ­ V, which is a contradiction. There-j
 .  .fore, 2.5 is true and so, by 3 of Theorem 2.4, we have
i yA q T , V l D A s i yA q 0, V l D A . .  . .  .
 .y1 w xSince I q A 0 s 0 g V, by H. Amman 1 , we have
y1i I q A 0, V l D A s 0 .  . .
and so
i yA q T , V l D A s 1. . .
 .Therefore, by 4 of Theorem 2.4, we have
0 g I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
COROLLARY 2.13. Let T , A be as in Theorem 2.12 and p g P. If0
 .  .Ax y Tx y p , x G 0 for all x g ­ V l D A , then p g0 q 0
I q A y T V l D A . .  . .
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Proof. Let T x s Tx q p for all x g V l P. Then T : V l P is a1 0 1
1-set-contraction operator. Therefore, by Theorem 2.12, we have
0 g I q A y T V l D A , .  . .1
i.e., p g I q A y T V l D A . This completes the proof. .  . .0
COROLLARY 2.14. Let T : V l P ª P be a continuous compact operator,
 .0 g V, p g P, and A: D A : P ª P be an accreti¨ e operator satisfying0
 .  ..  .I q « A D A s P for all « ) 0. If Ax y Tx y p , x G 0 for all x g0 q
 .­ V l D A , then p g A y T V l D A . .  . .0
Proof. For each n s 1, 2, . . . , let A s nA and T s nT. It is obviousn n
that A is accretive, T is a 1-set-contraction operator, andn n
I q A D A s P , A y T y np , x G 0 .  .  . .n n n n 0 q
 .for all x g ­ V l D A . Thus, by Corollary 2.13, we haven
np g I q nA y nT V l D A , .  . .0 n
which means that
1
p g I q A y T V l D A . 2.7 .  . .0  /n
 .Letting n ª q` in 2.7 , we have
p g A y T V l D A . .  . .0
This completes the proof.
III. EXAMPLES
w x.  w x 4 Let C 0, 1 s x: 0, 1 ª R is a continuous function and P s x g
w x.  . w x4 w x.C 0, 1 : x t G 0 for all t g 0, 1 . Then C 0, 1 is a Banach space with
w x.the max-norm and P is a cone in C 0, 1 , respecti¨ ely.
 . w x’EXAMPLE 3.1. Define A: P ª P by Ax t s x t for all t g 0, 1 .
 .  .and xgP. Then for each ygP and l)0, the equation x t ql Ax t s
 . w xy t for all t g 0, 1 has the solution
22l l’x t s y t q y g P , .  . /4 2
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 . .and so I q l A P s P for all l ) 0. On the other hand, it is easy to see
that
’ ’x t y y t F x t y y t q l x t y y t .  .  .  .  .  . /
for all l ) 0 and x, y g P. Thus, A is an accretive operator.
w x w . w .EXAMPLE 3.2. Let K : 0, 1 = 0, q` ª 0, q` be a continuous func-
tion. Suppose that
 .   .  .. . w x1 K s, x y K s, y x y y G 0 for all s g 0, 1 and x, y g
w .0, q` ,
 . w x w . w .2 there exists a continuous function a: 0, 1 = 0, q` ª 0, q`
such that
w xK s, x F a s, x ? x for all s, x g 0, 1 = 0, q` . .  .  . .
 .   .. w xDefine A: P ª P by Ax t s K t, x t for all x g P and t g 0, 1 . Then,
by the assumption, we have
x t y y t F x t y y t q l K t , x t y K t , y t .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .
w xfor all t g 0, 1 and so A is accretive and obviously continuous. For each
 .   ..  .  .  .x g P, let b x s max a t, x t . Then Ax t F b x ? x t for allt gw0, 1x
w xx g P and t g 0, 1 . Therefore, A satisfies all the conditions of Corollary
 . .2.2 and so I q l A P s P for all l ) 0.
w xEXAMPLE 3.3. Let A be the same as in Example 3.1 and L: 0, 1 =
w . w .0, q` ª 0, q` be a continuous function. Suppose that
 .  . r  . w x w .1 L s, x F a q bx for all s, x g 0, 1 = 0, q` , where a ) 0,
b ) 0, and 0 - r - 1,
 . w . w .2 f : 0, 1 ª 0, q` is a function such that
< <f y y f y9 F N y y y9 .  .
w .for all y, y9 g 0, q` , where 0 - N - 1 is a constant.
Consider the integral equation
t
yK t , x t q L s, x s ds q f x t s x t . 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H
0
Define T : P ª P as follows: For all x g P
t
Tx t s f x t q L s, x s ds. .  .  . .  .H
0
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Then T : P ª P is a continuous N-set contraction operator. On the other
 .  .hand, Eq. 3.1 is equivalent to 0 g I q A y T x.
Let R be sufficiently large such that
f 0 a b .
N q q q F 1.1y rR R R
5 5 5 5 5 5Then Tx F x for all x g P and x s R. Therefore, by Corollary 2.11,
 . .  .  w x. 5 5 40 g I q A y T B 0, R l P , where B 0, R s x g C 0, 1 : x - R .
 . w x.  . w xand so Eq. 3.1 has a solution x g C 0, 1 with x t G 0 for all t g 0, 1 .
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